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Magnetic field perturbations measured during Galileo flybys of
Europa and Callisto are consistent with dipole fields induced by
the temporal variations of the ambient jovian magnetospheric field.
These fields are close to those expected for perfectly conducting
moons. We investigate the implications of these observations for
the electrical structure of the moon’s interiors using a simple shell
model. It is found that Europa and Callisto must possess regions
where the conductivity exceeds 0.06 and 0.02 S/m at a depth of less
than 200 and 300 km below the surface, respectively. This conduc-
tivity is unattainable in ice or silicates, unless the ice layer is at least
partially molten or very large temperature gradients can be main-
tained below the ice. An ionosphere or a cloud of pick-up ions are
probably also insufficiently conductive. Global Earth-like oceans
under the surface of both moons could account for the observations
provided they are at least a few kilometers thick. c© 2000 Academic Press
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magnetosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
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perturbations observed by theGalileo spacecraft during flybys
of both Europa and Callisto are consistent with induced mag-
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Because Jupiter’s magnetic dipole axis is tilted with respec
its rotation axis, the Galilean moons orbiting in the jovigraph
equatorial plane experience a magnetic field that varies per
ically at the apparent rotation frequency of Jupiter, i.e., the s
odic frequency. It was first suggested by Colburn and Reyn
(1985) that this time-varying field could induce electric cu
rents inside the moons, provided that regions of sufficient e
trical conductivity exist in their interiors. These currents wou
produce a secondary (or induced) magnetic field that add
the background field of Jupiter and to fields arising from c
rents flowing in the ambient plasma to give the total obser
field. Khuranaet al. (1998) and Kivelsonet al. (1999) recently
showed that the dominant large-scale features of magnetic
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netic dipoles, as had also been pointed out by Neubauer (19
At both moons, the observed magnetic field perturbations are
proximately those expected for moons responding as perfe
conducting spheres. Such a response requires a globally
tributed highly conducting medium located close to the surf
of the satellites. Khuranaet al.(1998) and Kivelsonet al.(1999)
interpreted this result as support for the presence of salty
surface oceans. For Europa, the same conclusion was rea
independently by K. Kuramotoet al. (unpublished manuscript
1998), extending a previous study by Kuramotoet al. (1998).

In this paper, we seek to further constrain the nature and d
of the conducting mediums of Europa and Callisto on the b
of Galileomagnetometer observations. In Section 2, we disc
properties of the primary (or inducing) magnetic field importa
for this study. In Section 3, we compute the field induced by a u
form spherical shell, chosen as a simple model of the elect
structure of the moon. In Section 4, we examineGalileo obser-
vations at Europa and Callisto to characterize the induced di
moments. In Section 5 we combine the results of Sections 3
4 to constrain the conductivity and spatial dimensions of
hypothesized subsurface oceans. In Section 6 we examine
native candidates for the high-conductivity regions. In Sectio
we summarize and discuss our results.

2. THE PRIMARY FIELD

We begin with a description of some features of the prim
field that are of interest in the analysis of the following sectio
Jupiter’s moons experience a time-varying field which can
divided into the large-scale magnetospheric background fi
and the field generated by local plasma currents caused b
nonelectromagnetic interaction with the moon. In most of t
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paper (except in Sections 4.2.1 and 6.2), we ignore the e
of local plasma currents. The inducing field then arises o
from the background field, which consists of the internal fi
of Jupiter and the contribution from large-scale magnetosph
current systems. This field varies on a spatial scale of at
1 RJ (= radius of Jupiter= 71492 km) and can thus be consi
ered uniform on the spatial scale of the moons (RE = radius of
Europa= 1560 km;RC = radius of Callisto= 2409 km).

Figures 1a and 1b of Kivelsonet al. (1999) each show on
cycle of Jupiter’s background field at the location of Europa
Callisto respectively, as a function of the moon’s west longitu
or equivalently as a function of time during one synodic per
(11.23 h for Europa and 10.18 h for Callisto). The field w
computed from the empirical model of Khurana (1997), wh
includes the contribution of the current sheet and the O6 model
of Connerney (1992) for Jupiter’s internal field. The radial fi
component (Br) oscillates with an amplitude of 200–250 nT
Europa, and 40 nT at Callisto. The azimuthal component (Bϕ)
oscillates with an amplitude of 60–75 nT at Europa, and 8
at Callisto. As illustrated in Fig. 1 of Khuranaet al. (1998),
the equatorial field projection is roughly elliptically polarized
Europa, where the field is mainly determined by Jupiter’s til
dipole moment, and almost linearly polarized at Callisto, wh
the field is largely controlled by azimuthal currents flowing
the thin plasma sheet. At both moons, the north–south c
ponent of the field (Bθ ) remains essentially constant (i.e.,
amplitude of oscillation is small compared to that ofBr andBϕ).
The constancy ofBθ is due to the fact that near the equator
plane of Jupiter (i) the contribution toBθ from the tilted dipole
field depends mainly on the radial distance from the dipole c
ter, which is approximately constant along the moon’s orbit,
(ii) the contribution toBθ from the thin current sheet varies mu
less across the current sheet than the equatorial field compo
(Vasyliunas 1983).

Because of the strong latitudinal confinement of the cur
sheet, Callisto spends most of its time in the lobes, where boBr

andBϕ are almost uniform. As a result, this moon is exposed
roughly constant field during most of the time interval betwe
consecutive current sheet crossings (see Fig. 1b of Kive
et al. 1999). This is not the case of Europa, where the imp
tance of the current sheet field relative to Jupiter’s dipole fi
is small.

It can also be noted from Figs. 1a of 1b of Kivelsonet al.
(1999) that the average ofBr andBϕ over one synodic cycle ar
both close to 0 (i.e., small compared to their oscillation am
tudes). Together with the near-constancy ofBθ , this implies that
the inducing field, which is the time-varying component of
external field seen by the moon, is simply given by the equato
projection of Jupiter’s background field. This property will
used to model the induced field signature in Section 4.

Throughout this paper, we will assume that the primary fi
varies solely at the synodic frequency. In reality, the primary fi
is expected to exhibit variations at several other frequenc

notably the orbital frequency of the moons (as a result of
, AND KIVELSON
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eccentricity and inclination of the moon’s orbit), harmonics
the synodic period (because of the nonsinusoidal characte
the field variations induced by the current sheet, as appa
in Figs. 1a and 1b of Kivelsonet al. 1999), and related bea
frequencies. However, estimates of the power associated
those frequencies using Khurana’s (1997) model of the jov
field show that for both moons the synodic variation domina
by roughly an order of magnitude, so that other frequencies
be ignored in a first-order treatment.

3. MAGNETIC FIELD INDUCED BY A UNIFORMLY
CONDUCTING SHELL

As a simple representation of the electrical structure of
moon, we adopt the model illustrated in Fig. 1 of a shell
uniform conductivityσ , inner radiusr1, and outer radiusr0 =
r1+ h, surrounding an insulating core and surrounded by
insulating shell of inner radiusr0 and outer radiusrm = r0+ d,
whererm is the radius of the moon. This is the simplest mod
that allows us to constrain the conductivity (σ ), thickness (h),
and depth (d) of a conducting layer such as a salty ocean.

The response of a uniformly conducting spherical shell to
uniform time-varying magnetic field is a classical problem
electromagnetic theory. In the following we only recall the ma
assumptions and results and refer to Parkinson (1983) for de
of the derivation.

Inside the conducting shell, the combination of Maxwel
equations and Ohm’s law yields the diffusion equation for t
magnetic field

∇2B = µσ ∂B
∂t
, (1)

whereµ is the permeability, taken to be everywhere equal to
vacuum permeabilityµ0. In the insulating regions of the moon

FIG. 1. The assumed conductivity model: a shell of uniform conductiv

theσ surrounded by an insulating layer and surrounding an insulating core.
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the field satisfies

∇2B = 0. (2)

The same equation holds outside the moon where the con
tivity is small, provided that plasma convection effects are
glected (flow velocityv = 0). The displacement current wa
ignored to obtain Eqs. (1) and (2).

We now assume that the primary magnetic field oscilla
at the frequencyω along a specified direction with unit vecto
e0 and write it as the real part of the complex vectorBprim =
Bprime−iωte0. The actual time-varying field does not necessa
oscillate at a single frequency or in a single direction, but
field and the corresponding solutions of the (linear) equat
(1) and (2) can always be represented as a linear superpo
of monochromatic and linearly polarized fields. The bound
conditions to be satisfied by the total time-varying fieldB are:

(i) B must be continuous across the boundaries of each
(the normal component of the field is continuous and the
gential component is continuous because the permeabilityµ is
uniform);

(ii) B must not be infinite at the center of the body,r = 0;
and

(iii) B must be asymptotically equal to the external fieldBprim

far away from the body (r = |r | À r0).

The solution field can be writtenB = Bprim+ Bsec, whereBsecis
the secondary field. For the simple shell model considered h
an analytical expression can be found forB. Because the primar
field is assumed uniform (see Section 2) and the conduct
distribution has spherical symmetry, the induced field outs
the conductor (r > r0) is a dipole field

Bsec= µ0

4π
[3(r ·M )r − r 2M ]/r 5, (3)

whose momentM oscillates at the same frequencyω and along
the same directione0 as the primary field. The moment ca
therefore be written

M = −4π

µ0
Aeiφ Bprim r 3

m

/
2,

so that Eq. (3) becomes

Bsec= −Ae−i (ωt−φ) Bprim[3(r · e0)r − r 2e0]r 2
m

/
(2r 5). (4)

The parametersA andφ are real numbers, which after Parkins
(1983) are given by the complex equations

Aeiφ =
(

r0

rm

)3 R J5/2(r0k)− J−5/2(r0k)

R J1/2(r0k)− J−1/2(r0k)
(5)

R = r1k J−5/2(r1k)
, (6)
3J3/2(r1k)− r1k J1/2(r1k)
IC FIELDS AT EUROPA AND CALLISTO 331
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wherek = (1− i )
√
µ0σω/2 has the dimension of a (complex

wave vector,Jm is the Bessel function of first kind and orde
m (expressions are given in the Appendix), and the radiir0, r1,
andrm are defined as above (see Fig. 1). The physical indu
field is given by the real part of Eq. (4). The scalarsA andφ
are thus the (normalized) amplitude and the phase lag, res
tively, of the induced dipole moment relative to the prima
field. Over one oscillation period 2π/ω, the equatorial induced
field at the surface of the moon (r · e0 = 0, r = rm) reaches a
maximum intensityBsec,eq= ABprim/2. Equations (5) and (6)
show that bothA andφ depend only on the three nondimen
sional parametersr0/rm, r0k, and r1k, or equivalently on the
numbersr0/rm, r0/s, andr1/s, wheres= (µ0σω/2)−1/2. The
latter quantity,s, is the skin depth, which is thee-folding pen-
etration distance of the time-varying field into a semi-infin
plane conductor of conductivityσ . Alternatively, A andφ can
be expressed as functions of the three nondimensional pa
etersd/rm, h/rm, andσ/σm, where we introduced a referenc
conductivityσm = 2/(µ0ωr 2

m), for which the skin depth is equa
to the radius of the moon (s= rm).

We now examine some properties of the solution, starting w
the limitσ/σm→∞, which we refer to as the perfect conduct
case. In that case, Eqs. (5) and (6) reduce toA = (r0/rm)3 and
φ = 0. As can be verified from Eq. (4),Bsecthen exactly cancels
outBprim at the two points on the outer surface of the conduc
whereBprim is normal to that surface (r = ±r0e0). The total time-
varying field,B = Bprim+ Bsec, can be seen to be everywhe
tangent to the outer surface of the perfect conductor. Thi
expected because a time-varying field does not penetrate
interior of a perfect conductor. Note however that field lin
may still thread a perfectly conducting moon because of
presence of a constant field component, such asBθ in Section 2,
in addition to the time-varying component (this is in contrast
the total exclusion of magnetic fields by a superconductor)
the following we shall denote the induced field for the case
a perfectly conducting moon (i.e., a perfect spherical condu
of radiusrm) by Bsec,∞.

For a conducting shell with arbitrary conductivity and siz
the secondary field, given by Eq. (4), can be simply rela
to the field induced by a perfectly conducting moon throu
Bsec= AeiφBsec,∞. For the physical field, i.e., the real part o
the previous equation, this translates into

Bsec(t) = ABsec,∞(t − φ/ω). (7)

Equation (7) states that the instantaneous secondary field
duced by a spherical shell of arbitrary conductivity at a timt
is equal to the secondary field that would have been induce
a perfectly conducting sphere at an earlier timet − φ/ω multi-
plied by a factorA. Forσ <∞, it can be shown from Eqs. (5
and (6) that the amplitude of the induced field is always sma
than that for a perfect conductor (0≤ A< (r0/rm)3) and that
the induced field always lags behind the primary field (0◦ <

φ ≤ 90◦). The amplitudeA vanishes if the shell conductivity
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FIG. 2. Normalized amplitudeA and phase lagφ of the induced field as a function of the shell thicknessh and the shell conductivityσ . The thicknessh is
given in nondimensional units normalized to the moon’s radiusrm (equal to the outer radius of the conducting shell), and in kilometers on extra scales appr
for Europa and Callisto, of radii 1560 and 2409 km, respectively. Similarly, the conductivityσ is given in nondimensional units normalized to the refere
conductivityσm = 2/(µ0ωr 2

m) and in Sterradians per meter. on scales appropriate for Europa and Callisto, whose reference conductivities are 4.2 and
◦ ◦ ◦
respectively. The thick solid lines are isocontours ofA at 0.1, 0.2,. . . , 0.9. The thin solid lines are isocontours ofφ at 10 , 20 , . . . ,80 . The dotted lines show

wherehrm/s2 equals 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, from left to right. The dashed lines correspond toh/s= 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10, from left to right.
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is low (σ ¿ σm) or if the conductor lies far below the surfa
(r0¿ rm).

We now consider more closely the special case where
shell extends to the surface of the moon, i.e.,d = 0. Figure 2
shows isocontours ofA andφ plotted againsth/rm andσ/σm.
For a highly conducting shell (σ À σm), the inductive respons
is close to the perfect conductor limit (A→ 1 andφ→ 0). For
a shell conductivityσ <0.1σm, the amplitude and phase lag a
close to those of an insulator: 0≤ A< 0.02 and 88◦<φ≤ 90◦.
For a fixed shell thicknessh, the inductive response approach
that of a perfect conductor as the conductivity of the shell
creases: the amplitudeA increases toward 1 and the phase
φ decreases toward 0. For a fixed value ofσ/σm, the response
initially becomes closer to that of a perfect conductor as
thickness of the shell is increased from 0. However, ifσ/σm is
sufficiently large,A andφ do not vary entirely monotonicall
with the shell thickness: the largest amplitude and the sma
phase lag are not obtained for a full sphere (h = rm), but for
some intermediate shell thicknesshmax(σ/σm), 0< hmax< rm.
Note also that the shell can be less than a skin depth thick (h < s),
yet produce an almost perfect response, provided that the
is large enough. For example, an amplitudeA > 0.9 can be
achieved withh smaller thans/10 if rm is larger than abou
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the nondimensional quantityhrm/s2 = (h/rm)(σ/σm) is signif-
icantly larger than unity, as is apparent from the dotted lin
in Fig. 2. For shells that are thin compared to the body s
(h/rm¿ 1), an asymptotic expansion of Eqs. (5) and (6) yie
A ≈ 2rm h/3s2.

For the more general case wherer0 6= rm, the phase lagφ can
also be obtained from the thin contours of Fig. 2, butrm must
be replaced byr0, andσm replaced byσ0 = 2/(µ0ωr 2

0). With
the same substitutions, the thick contours of Fig. 2 indicateA0,
the amplitude of the induced dipole moment normalized to
dipole moment that would be induced in a perfect conducto
radiusr0. The normalized amplitudeA, as defined by Eq. (4)
i.e., the ratio of the induced dipole to the dipole induced
a perfect conductor of radiusrm, can then be obtained from
A = A0(r0/rm)3.

4. OBSERVATIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF INDUCED
FIELDS AT EUROPA AND CALLISTO

We now turn to theGalileo evidence for induced fields a
Europa and Callisto. As stated in the introduction, Khuranaet al.
(1998) and Kivelsonet al. (1999) found a good agreement b
tween the magnetic field perturbations measured by theGalileo

vermagnetometer on different encounters and the perturbations that
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are expected if the moons were perfectly conducting sphe
i.e., if A = 1 andφ = 0. Here we reexamine relevantGalileo
observations with the goal of better constrainingA andφ. We
first show that decreasingA well below unity while maintaining
φ = 0 produces a poorer fit to the data than a model withA= 1
(andφ = 0). Then we address the effect of a finite phase
φ 6= 0◦.

4.1. Induced Field at Callisto

Prior to October 1999, Galileo encountered Callisto on its 3
9th, 10th, and 20th to 23rd orbits around Jupiter (labeled
C9, C10, C20–23). No data were acquired during C20; mag
tometer data for C3, C9, and C10 have been presented earli
Kivelsonet al.(1998). On encounters C10 and C21–23, the m
netic field measured byGalileoagrees poorly with the perturba
tions expected from induction by a perfectly conducting Callis
During these flybys, the magnetometer recorded abrupt
fluctuations (with timescales< 5 min or length scales< 1RC)
that were larger or comparable in magnitude to the perturba
predicted from induction (see, e.g., Fig. 4c of Kivelsonet al.
1999 for C10 data). Because of their strongly localized ch
acter, these fluctuations were most probably caused by cur
flowing in the ambient plasma, which we do not attempt to mo
in this study. In this work, we therefore only use data from e
counters C3 and C9. The geometry of these Callisto encoun
can be read from Fig. 5 of Kivelsonet al. (1999). As the pri-
mary field was oriented in opposite directions on C3 and
(see Fig. 1b of Kivelsonet al.1999 or Fig. 1 of Khuranaet al.
1998), an induced dipole moment would have opposite or
tations on the two flybys and can thus easily be distinguis
from an intrinsic dipole.

4.1.1. Amplitude of the induced field.The thick dots in
Figs. 3a and 3b show the magnetic field measured byGalileo
during the flybys C3 and C9, respectively. We use a right-han
coordinate system that has its origin at the center of the mo
thex axis pointing in the direction of rigid corotation, they axis
pointing toward Jupiter, thez axis parallel to Jupiter’s rotation
axis, and distances measured in Callisto radiiRC. In addition to
the measurements are plotted the following fields (compute
explained below): the jovian background fieldBJ, the total field
Btot,∞ expected if the moon behaves as a perfect conducto
the same size (A = 1, φ = 0), and the total fieldBtot expected
for induction with varying values ofA (0.6, 0.8, 1.35, 1.7) and
a phase lagφ = 0.

The background fieldBJ(t) was obtained by taking a polyno
mial fit to the observed fieldBobs(t) during time intervals where
the spacecraft was at intermediate distances from the moon
enough that the perturbation due to the moon could be con
ered negligible, but close enough to provide a good estim
of the actual background field at the moon’s location. This
possible because the background field varies on a spatial
of orderR much larger than the typical region of perturbatio
J

due to the moon (of order a fewRC).
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FromBJ, we estimate the primary fieldBprim, C/A at the time
of closest approach,t0. It is appropriate to ignore the variatio
of the primary field during the period of the encounter when
induced field signature may be strong, because this time int
(typically less than 30 min, as can be seen from Figs. 3a an
is much shorter than a synodic period. We also make use o
property mentioned earlier (Section 2) that the instantan
primary field is approximately given by the projection of t
background fieldBJ on the jovigraphic equatorial plane, so th
Bprim,C/A,x = BJ,x(t0), Bprim,C/A,y = BJ,y(t0), andBprim,C/A,z = 0.
In the case of a perfectly conducting Callisto, the induced fi
Bsec,∞(t) is then obtained from Eq. (4) by settingA = 1, φ = 0,
Bprim = |Bprim,C/A|, e0 = Bprim,C/A/BprimeC/A, rm = RC, and iden
tifying r as the time-varying spacecraft position vector meas
from the moon’s center. The total field for that case,Btot,∞(t),
is simply the sum ofBJ(t) andBsec,∞(t). For arbitraryA and
φ = 0◦, the total fieldBtot(t) is the sum ofBJ(t) andABsec,∞(t)
(see Eq. 7).

As already stated, the measurements are in good agree
with the signature predicted for a perfectly conducting m
(A = 1, φ = 0). They cannot be explained by a stable intrin
dipole field, since the required dipole moment would nee
have switched its orientation between the two encounters
now seek to refine the estimate of the induced dipole by le
the response factorA differ from 1 and comparing the resultin
prediction to the observed field. It is clear from Figs. 3a and
that the observations are best reproduced with a parameA
close to 1, say in the range of 0.8 to 1.35. Values ofA outside
of this range lead to markedly poorer fits to the data thanA= 1.
On the other hand no value ofA within this range appears t
produce a globally better fit thanA = 1. (Locally, the agreemen
with the data can be improved withA 6= 1, as for example on C
at the time of closest approach by takingA = 1.35. However, the
A = 1.35 model is worse at other times, e.g., before 13:44 U
Because of perturbations due to currents flowing in the pla
and uncertainties in the determination of the background fi
it is difficult to constrain the parameterA to a higher level of
accuracy. However we believe that an inductive response
φ = 0 andA < 0.8 or>1.35 would be significantly harder t
reconcile with the observations.

Two remarks must be made at this point. The first is thatA can
be larger than 1 only if the conductor is larger than the moon i
(see Section 3), a possible situation if the moon is surrounde
a highly conducting medium such as an ionosphere or a clou
pick-up ions. We will argue in Section 6, however, that none
these media can provide sufficient conductivity forA to exceed
1 noticeably. The second point is that an amplitudeA< 1 is
strictly speaking inconsistent with our assumed phase lagφ = 0
(see Section 3). We therefore address the effect of a finite p
lag in the following section.

4.1.2. Phase lag of the induced field.The above constraint
on the amplitudeA were obtained assumingφ = 0. They canno
be readily generalized to arbitraryφ because a finite phase la

(φ > 0) can to some extent mask a reduction of the amplitudeA.
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FIG. 3. Observed and modeled fields for the Callisto (a) flyby C3 on November 4, 1996 and (b) flyby C9 on June 25, 1997, in the coordinate syste
in Section 4.1.1. Thick dots show the measured field averaged over 10-s intervals. Solid and dashed curves show the predicted field for different ampudesA of
the induced field and no phase lag (φ = 0): A = 0.6 (thinnest solid curve),A = 0.8 (solid curve of intermediate thickness),A = 1 (thickest solid curve),A = 1.35
(thin dashed curve), andA = 1.7 (thick dashed curve). The dotted trace shows the background field (equivalent to a model field withA = 0). The gap between the
data and the background field at the edges of the time window displayed here would disappear if the window size were increased. Below the time labeiven
thex, y, z coordinates of the spacecraft and the normalized distanceR=

√
x2 + y2 + z2 from Callisto’s center. The solid vertical line indicates the time of close
o
√
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C9,

its
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of
and
approach. The shaded region indicates when the spacecraft was in the ge

This is possible if the encounter occurs at a timet0 when the pri-
mary fieldBprim is weakening (d|Bprim|/dt < 0), or more gen-
erally if Bprim was stronger at some timet1 during the 1/4 wave
period preceding closest approach, i.e., the time interval [t0−
π/(2ω), t0]. In this case, there exists a phase lagφ = ω(t1− t0)
between 0◦ and 90◦, for which bothBprim(t = t0− φ/ω = t1)
and Bsec,∞(t = t0− φ/ω = t1) are stronger thanBprim(t = t0)
andBsec,∞(t = t0), respectively. It follows from Eq. (7) that th
induced fieldBsec(t = t0) is then larger than it would have bee
for φ = 0 and the same amplitudeA.

To assess the importance of this effect and attempt to d

mine the phase lag from the observations, we need to eval
metrical wake of Callisto (i.e., wherey + z ≤ 1 andx ≥ 0).

n

ter-

Bprim(t) during the time intervalπ/(2ω) = 2.55 h before each
encounter. For this purpose, we used the Khurana (1997) mo
of the background field, and adjusted its parameters to ob
a good fit to magnetic field measurements taken over a
synodic periods before each individual encounter. During
2.55 h preceding closest approach on encounters C3 and
the magnitude of the model primary field did not exceed
closest approach value by more than 10% and 20%, while
direction did not differ by more than 6◦ and 9◦, respectively (see
Table I). This stability of the primary field is a consequence
the thin current sheet, as already discussed in Section 2,
uatethe timing of encounters C3 and C9, which both took place
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toward the end of the relatively long time intervals when
moon was well outside of the current sheet (see Fig. 1
Kivelson et al. 1999). Because the primary field hardly va
ied during the interval [t0− 2.55 h, t0], the effect of any phas
lag on the predicted induction signature is small. We veri
that a 6◦ change in the direction of the induced dipole mom
would not significantly alter the match between the induced fi
model and the observed field, considering the uncertaintie
the determination of the background field and distortions
to local plasma currents. It thus appears unfortunately not
sible to determine the phase lag from these data without b
modeling of the magnetospheric environment and the mo
plasma interaction. Regarding the constraints on the ampl
A, however, it is sufficient to use the fact that for C3 the “
tarded” primary fieldBprim(t = t0− φ/ω) from the model is al-
most in the same direction as the nonretardedBprim(t0), and that
t exceedBprim(t0) by more than 10% for any
ontinued
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phase lagφ (0< φ ≤ 90◦), as mentioned above. We therefo
conclude that the uncertainly in the phase lag does not ex
the range of possible amplitudesA estimated in Section 4.1.1
by more than±10%. SinceA is smaller than 1 if the medium
outside the moon is not conducting (to be justified in Section
the range of acceptable values ofA, irrespective of assumption
about the phase lag, falls within the range 0.7 to 1.

4.2. Observations at Europa

Up to October 1999,Galileo made close flybys of Europa
on its 4th, 6th, 11th, 12th, and 14th through 19th orbits arou
Jupiter (labeled E4, E6, E11, E12, E14–E19). No magnetom
data were acquired during passes E6, E16, and E18. The
from Europa encounters up to E14 have already been prese
by Kivelsonet al. (1998). During encounters E11, E12, E1

E17, and E19, the measured field agrees poorly with induced
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TABLE I
The Background and the Primary Fields at Europa and Callisto before and during Encounters C3, C9, E4, and E14

From Khurana (1997) model

From Galileo data For timest during the 1/4 synodic period before C/A

Field BJ at C/A Bprim,C/A Bprim,C/A Max. angle Max. (min.) of
Encounter componenta (nT)b (nT)c (nT)d (Bprim(t),Bprim,C/A)e Bprim,C/A − Bprim(t) (nT) f

Callisto C3 Bx −2.4 −2.4 −3.4
By −31.7 −31.7 −33.4 5.5◦ 3.2 (−3.0)
Bz −10.8 0 −0.3

C9 Bx 1.7 1.7 5.8
By 33.65 33.65 33.9 8.6◦ 2.2 (−7.5)
Bz −10.7 0 −1.9

Europa E4 Bx 53.4 53.4 49.8
By −176.2 −176.2 −172.0 148.5◦ 0 (−104.0)
Bz −410.0 0 −21.0

E14 Bx 9.6 9.6 10.1
By −212.2 −212.2 −213.2 132.5◦ 0 (−138.1)
Bz −402.7 0 −17.6

Note. This table lists values used in assessing the background fieldBJ, the primary field at closest approachBprim,C/A, and the temporal variation of the primar
field Bprim(t) before each of the considered encounters. For the construction of the model fields of Figs. 3–6,Bj andBprim,C/A were estimated usingGalileo data
(see Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2). For the analysis of the phase lag (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2),Bprim,C/A andBprim(t) were determined from the Khurana (1997) mod
(Bprim(t) = 〈BJ〉 − BJ(t), whereBJ(t) is the model jovian background field predicted at the moon’s position at timet and the brackets denote an average over ma
synodic periods).

a All field components are given in the moon-centered coordinate systems defined in Section 4.1.1 for Callisto and 4.2 for Europa.
b Jovian background field at the location of the moon at the time of closest approach,. estimated fromGalileomeasurements (see Section 4.1.1).
c Primary field at closest approach, estimated from the equatorial projection of the background field at closest approach given by the previous colum
d Primary field at closest approach, estimated from the Khurana (1997) model. Note that it does not differ appreciably from the primary field estimaing

Galileodata given in the previous column. In particular, the componentBz is small compared toBx andBy, as expected (see Section 2).
e Largest angular separation between the primary field at closest approach and the primary field during the preceding 1/4 synodic period.
f Largest (smallest) algebraic difference between the magnitude of the primary field at closest approach and the magnitude of the primary fielde
preceding 1/4 synodic period.
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dipole models and exhibits short-scale fluctuations, prob
due to plasma currents, with amplitudes comparable or la
than the perturbations expected from an induced field. Enc
ters E12 and E15 occurred while Europa was very close to
center of the dense plasma sheet (see Fig. 1a of Kivelsonet al.
1998). On flybys E11, E17, and E19, the spacecraft was alm
1 RE or more away from the equatorial plane, where disturban
due to the plasma currents from the Alfv´en wings are expecte
to be strong (e.g., Neubauer 1998). We will therefore restrict
attention here to the remaining encounters E4 and E14, whic
closer to the equatorial plane (within less than 0.1 and 0.5RE,
respectively) and took place in the lobes, well outside of
jovian current sheet (see Figs. 3 and 1a of Kivelsonet al.1999).

Figures 4a and 4b show the magnetic fieldBobs measured
during the two Europa encounters E4 and E14, respectivel
well as induced field modelsBtot (for various values ofA and
for φ = 0) and the background fieldBJ. All fields were con-
structed in the same manner as for Callisto (see Section 4
The coordinate system is analogous to that defined for Callis
Section 4.1.1, but has its origin at Europa’s center and dista
are measured in Europa radiiRE. It is apparent that the equat

rial components of the field (Bx andBy) are in rough agreemen
bly
rger
un-
the
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ces

our
are

the

, as

1.1).
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with induced field models havingφ = 0 andA close to 1. How-
ever, large departures from the models are evident in the v
cal Bz component and the magnitudeB. During flyby E14, the
measured field was consistently stronger than both the b
ground and the induced field models and reached its m
mum strength near closest approach. A gradual increase in
strength was measured starting as far as approximately 8RE

away from the moon on the inbound leg. A more abrupt d
crease was observed on the outbound leg, withB falling back
to background values at a distance of less than 4RE. The field
increase at large distances is indicative of currents flowing in
ambient plasma rather than a dipolar (or higher order multipo
field generated by Europa. The MHD simulation of the Euro
interaction by Kabinet al.(1999) and their comparison with E
data confirm that theBz perturbation can wholly be attributed t
plasma currents, as was suggested by Kivelsonet al.(1999). The
compression of the field on the upstream side (x < 0) is qualita-
tively consistent with deceleration of the corotating flow by t
obstacle and increasing mass-loading closer to Europa. On
downstream side (x > 0) the field strength has almost returne
to its background value. On the E4 flyby, the field strength s
t nature is dominated by rapid (less than 5 min) or small-scale
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(less than 1RE) fluctuations too abrupt to be caused by intern
fields and probably due at least in part to the temporal variab
of the plasma environment. In contrast to the situation at C
listo, the discrepancy between the observed and predicted
magnitudeB is of the same order or larger than the predic
perturbations from induction in theBx andBy components. We
therefore attempt to correct for the effect of plasma current
the next section.

4.2.1. Approximate correction for plasma effects.As a first-
order method to take into account plasma disturbances, we
ploy a technique suggested by Khuranaet al. (1998). If the
small inclination ofBJ alongx (<8◦ for both E4 and E14, as
can be verified from Table I) is ignored, and if we assume t
the ambient plasma is equally distributed along the field no
ward and southward of Europa, then the system can be co
ered as roughly symmetric about a plane passing through
moon’s center and perpendicular toBJ (ignoring the effect of
the induced dipole moment, which tends to break the sym
try as shown by Neubauer 1999). In this symmetry plane,
magnetic perturbations due to plasma currents should be pu
compressional and not involve any bending of the field.Galileo
remained within less than 1RE (0.5 RE) of this plane between
06:41 and 07:19 UT (06:51 and 07:10) on encounter E4,
between 13:06 and 13:30 UT (13:12 and 13:24) on encou
E14. Thus, during these time intervals, where the perturbat
predicted from induction models are large, the local plasma
rents should not contribute significantly to changes in the fi
direction. To the extent that the fieldδB generated by these cu
rents can be treated as a small perturbation to the fieldBtot, the
sum of Jupiter’s background fieldBJ, and Europa’s inductive
responseBsec, this implies

δBx/Bx,tot = δBy/By,tot = δBz/Bz,tot = δ|B|/Btot, (8)

whereδ|B| = |Bobs| − |Btot| is the difference of magnitudes be
tween the model fieldBtot and the observed fieldBobs. Thus
from Eq. (8) and the measured field magnitude, we can infer
three components of the plasma perturbationδB near the above-
mentioned symmetry plane. We obtain model fields correc
for plasma effects by addingδB to Btot.

In Figs. 5a and 5b, the model fields, now corrected for plas
effects, are once again plotted with the observed field. It is ap
ent from a comparison with Figs. 4a and 4b that the correc
models improve the fit to theBy component of the signature
while the fit to theBx component does not deteriorate. Sin
our plasma correction consisted of imposing the observed
magnitude, the agreement between the predicted and obs
Bz (which dominates in magnitude overBx andBy) is an auto-
matic byproduct of the correction and has no significance.
remaining discrepancy between the observed and modeleBx

andBy may be due to the finite distance between the space
and the symmetry plane, or to the breaking of symmetry cau
by the induced fields, as mentioned above, an unsymmet

distribution of plasma northward and southward of the moon
IC FIELDS AT EUROPA AND CALLISTO 337
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the smallx component of the background field. Nevertheless,
conclude from Figs. 5a and 5b that the observed field signat
are roughly consistent with an inductive response character
by a phase lagφ = 0 and an amplitudeA in the range of 0.7–1.6
This range reduces to 0.7–1 if the conductivity outside the m
is negligible, as we will argue in Section 6.

4.2.2. Phase lag. Contrary to the case of Callisto describe
in 4.1.2, the primary field experienced by Europa varies stron
during the whole time interval between consecutive current s
crossings (see Section 2 and Fig. 1a of Kivelsonet al. 1999).
Using the Khurana (1997) field model with parameters adap
to fit magnetic field observations several synodic periods be
each flyby, we estimate that the primary field direction var
by roughly 150◦ and 130◦ over the 2.8 h (= 1/4 synodic period
at Europa) before encounters E4 and E14, respectively (se
ble I). With an inductive phase lagφ > 0, the dipole moment
could thus point in a direction substantially different from that
the instantaneous primary field, a rotation that would be cle
visible in the data. In order to constrain the phase lag, we th
fore allow the induced dipole momentM to rotate in the equato
rial plane (while keepingMz = 0) to an angleα measured from
the direction of the dipole moment forφ = 0 (i.e., the direction
of−Bprim,C/A; see Section 3), maintaining the amplitudeA = 1.
Over time, the primary field rotates clockwise in the (Bx, By)
plane and we takeα positive for an anti-clockwise deviation o
M . Thus, a positive phase lagφ implies thatM is rotated by
a positive angleα. Note that the anglesα andφ are different
because the primary field is not circularly polarized, since
oscillation amplitude ofBy is larger than that ofBx (see Sec-
tion 2 and Fig. 1 of Khuranaet al.1998). In Figs. 6a and 6b w
compare the observations, corrected for plasma compressi
described in the previous section, to the induced field models
various anglesα andA = 1. Since nonzero anglesα correspond
to nonzero phase lags and are thus physically inconsistent
our assumed amplitudeA = 1, only the phasing of the mode
fields (i.e., the timing of the increases and decreases in com
nentsBx andBy) for α 6= 0 should be compared to the observ
signature, and not the amplitudes of the model field. It can
seen that theBy component is reasonably well reproduced w
(A, α) = (1, 0◦). The Bx component on the other hand is mo
consistent withα < 0◦ on E4 and more consistent withα > 0◦

on E14. A negative angleα is unphysical since it correspond
to a negative phase lagφ (i.e., a secondary fieldleading the
primary field). In view of the contradictory indications ofBx,
the transverse component expected to be most affected b
moon–plasma interaction as the field lines are draped aro
the obstacle in the flow direction, we refrain from interpreti
the residual phase discrepancy inBx as an electromagnetic phas
delay.

Concerning the estimates ofA, however, it is sufficient to note
that the Khurana (1997) field model predicts that the equato
component of Jupiter’s field was monotonically increasing
magnitude during the 2.8-h interval before both encounters
, orand E14 (see Table I). As a consequence, if a phase lagφ > 0
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FIG. 4. Observed and modeled fields for the Europa (a) flyby E4 on December 19, 1996 and (b) flyby E14 on March 29, 1998, in the coordinat
defined in Section 4.2. Thick dots show the measured field averaged over 10 or 24 s. Solid and dashed curves show the predicted field for differentes
A of the induced field and no phase lag:A = 0.4 (thinnest solid curve),A = 0.7 (solid curve of intermediate thickness),A = 1 (thickest solid curve ),A = 1.3
(dashed thin), andA = 1.6 (dashed thick). The dotted curve shows the background field (equivalent to a model field withA = 0). The gap between the data and th
background field at the edges of the time window shown would disappear if the window size were increased. Below the time labels are given thex, y, z coordinates
of the spacecraft and the normalized distanceR=

√
x2 + y2 + z2 from Europa’s center. The solid vertical line indicates the time of closest approach. The sh√

2 2
region indicates when the spacecraft was in the geometrical wake of Europay + z ≤ 1 andx ≥ 0). The dashed vertical line marks the passage through the
prime meridian of Europa,x = 0.
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were present, the induced fieldBsec(t0) would be weaker than
for φ = 0, and thus weaker than required by the observatio
unless the amplitudeA were even higher than proposed in 4.2
(see Eq. 7). The range of acceptable values forA is therefore
included in 0.7–1, and even narrower. We note that the stren
of the dipole moment favored by Kabinet al.(1999) corresponds
to a normalized amplitude of the induced field of 0.7.

On the basis of the two encounters E4 and E14 alone,
not possible to rule out the alternative possibility of a perman
dipole moment oriented in roughly the same direction and w

the same strength as the induced dipole moment predicted. T
ns,
1

gth

t is
nt

ith

ambiguity remains because the orientation and strength of
jovian background field were very similar during the E4 an
E14 flybys (see Fig. 1a of Kivelsonet al.1999), leading to little
difference in the induced dipole moments predicted. Howev
a strong test of the induction model was provided by the rec
flyby E26 on January 3, 2000, during which the jovian fie
had an orientation roughly opposite to that during encount
E4 and E14. Kivelsonet al. (2000) showed that the observe
field perturbations are indeed in much better agreement w
the induced dipole model than with a permanent dipole mom

hiscapable of accounting for the E4 and E14 data.
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5. CONSEQUENCES ON THE ELECTRICAL AND
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF EUROPA AND CALLISTO

The interior structures of Europa and Callisto are still poo
constrained. Both moons are known to be covered by solid w
ice and their average densities require both H2O and silicates to
be present in their interiors. Using gravitational measurem
from Galileo flybys E4 and E6, Andersonet al. (1998a) have
inferred that Europa possesses an H2O crust 100–200 km thick
overlying a silicate mantle, which may in turn surround a me
lic core of radius 0.4 RE. A similar analysis ofGalileo gravity
data on passes C3, C9, and C10 by Andersonet al.(1998b) indi-
cated that Callisto, long considered undifferentiated, consis
fact of a partially differentiated mixture of rock and ice, possib
(but not necessarily) with an H2O crust less than 350 km thick
A metallic core of radius larger than 0.25RC was ruled out by
the authors. It has been speculated (e.g., Squyreset al. 1983)
Europa may be partially melted by the h
ontinued

rly
ater

nts

al-

s in
ly
.

generated through tidal flexing and radioactive decay. The s
of the H2O layer cannot be determined from gravitational me
surements because the densities of liquid water and ice are
close. The recent observation of topographic features byGalileo,
however, has provided evidence for a liquid or viscous medi
underlying a thin ice crust in the more or less recent geolog
past (Carret al. 1998, Pappalardoet al. 1998, Rathbunet al.
1998, Hoppaet al.1999). As we will discuss below, a sensitiv
indication of the state of the water at the present epoch is gi
by its electrical conductivity.

We now combine the observational characteristics of the
duced fields determined in Section 4 with the theoretical res
of Section 3 in order to constrain the first-order conductiv
structure of the two moons. We thus assume that the electr
structure of both Europa and Callisto can be represented b
uniform conducting shell with insulating interior and surroun
ings. Other conducting regions not allowed for by this mod
eatwill be discussed in Section 6.
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FIG. 5. (a) Same as that described in the legend to Fig. 4a, but with the model fields corrected for plasma disturbances (see Section 4.2.1). The
between the predicted and observed field magnitude|B| and theB component has no significance (see text). (b) Same as (a), but for Europa flyby E14 on
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29, 1998.

The reference conductivityσm defined in Section 3 is equa
to 4.2 mS/m for Europa and 1.6 mS/m for Callisto. The stro
inductive response apparent in theGalileo data (Section 4) im-
plies that the moons must possess regions of conductivities m
larger thanσm (Section 3). For a given amplitudeA, a lower limit
on the conductivity can be read from Fig. 2 by considering
arbitrarily thick conducting shell. ForA > 0.7, Europa’s shel
must have a conductivityσ > 58 mS/m. For Callisto,A > 0.7
requires a shell conductivityσ > 22 mS/m. We tabulated th
minimum conductivities for selected values ofA in Table II.

The electrical conductivity of a material is highly depend
on its state. The conductivity of pure solid ice is many ord
of magnitude smaller than the values required above. Con
ination and the presence of acids can increase the condu

ity of ice by orders of magnitude. However conductivities
l
ng

uch
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am-
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10 mS/m or larger can be achieved only if the temperature is c
enough to the melting point that the ice is partially melted (Kel
and Frischknecht 1996). For a melt fractionq below 0.2, the
bulk conductivityσ follows Archie’s lawσ/σliq = Cqn, where
σliq is the conductivity of the melt,C is a coefficient smaller
than 0.3, and the exponentn is larger than 1.3 (Watanabe an
Kurita 1993). If the melt has the conductivity of Earth seawa
(σliq = 2.75 S/m, after Montgomery 1963), a bulk conductivi
of 60 and 20 mS/m thus implies a rather substantial melt frac
q > 13 and 5%, respectively.

The magnitude of the inductive response can easily be
plained by a liquid ocean of salty water with a conductivity
2.75 S/m. This conductivity is very close to the 2.5 S/m es
mated by Kargel and Consolmagno (1996) for a Europa oc
ofconsisting of a eutectic solution of MgSO4. From Fig. 2, one
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can estimate the minimum required thickness of such an oc
The minimum thicknesses for different values ofA are listed
in Table II. For Europa, an Earth-like near surface ocean
3.5 km thickness can account for an induced field of amplit
A = 0.7. This agrees with the results that Kuramotoet al.(1998)
obtained using a numerical solution of the induction probl
At Callisto, an induced field amplitudeA = 0.7 can be achieve
with an ocean only 2 km thick. If the conductivity is higher, ev
thinner oceans are possible.

In deriving the minimum conductivities of 58 and 22 mS
for Europa and Callisto respectively, we did not impose res
tions on the thickness of the conducting shell. However,
conducting layer cannot be larger than the H2O layer itself, un-
less the underlying medium is also conducting (a possib
that we ignore in this section, but will address in section
If we take this additional constraint into consideration, the
ities increase. For Europa, where the H2O layer
ontinued

ean.

of
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cannot be more than 200 km thick (Andersonet al. 1998a),
the required conductivity forA> 0.7 increases to 72 mS/m. I
the H2O layer is only 100 km thick, the minimum conductivit
roughly doubles to 116 mS/m. For Callisto, where the H2O layer
does not exceed 350 km thickness, the required conductivity
A > 0.7 increases slightly to 26 mS/m (see Table II for oth
values ofA).

Although we have assumed that the conducting layer reac
up to the surface of the moon, it is in reality separated from
surface by a solid ice crust of thicknessd that acts as an insulato
An upper limit on the thickness of the insulating ice crust aris
immediately from the fact thatA cannot exceed (r0/rm)3, which
implies thatd/rm ≤ 1− A1/3. Table II indicates the maximum
possible crust thicknessd, or depth of the conducting outer laye
at Europa and Callisto for different values ofA. With A > 0.7 at
Europa, the conducting layer cannot lie deeper than 175 km

low the surface; for Callisto,A > 0.7 implies a maximum depth
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FIG. 6. (a) Similar to that described in the legend to Fig. 5a, but the modeled induced field dipoles haveA = 1 and various anglesα with respect to the dipole
orientation forφ = 0◦ : α = 50◦ (thinnest solid line),α = 20◦ (solid line of internediate thickness),α = 0◦ (thickest solid line),α = −20◦ (thin dashed line), and
α = −50◦ (thick dashed line). The dipole moments lay in thexy plane and angles are counted positively in the anti-clockwise sense within this plane. Sin

primary field rotates in the clockwise sense, a positiveα corresponds to a positive inductive phase lagφ. (b) Same as (a), but for Europa flyby E14 on March 29,
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of 270 km. These limits must be satisfied even for a hig
conducting shellσ À σm. For smallerσ , the insulating crus
must be even thinner. Unfortunately, our estimation of the
ductive responseA is not precise enough to allow us to resol
ice layer thicknesses of the order of 1 or 10 km, as sugge
for Europa by Hoppaet al. (1999) and Rathbunet al. (1998),
respectively.

6. INFLUENCE OF A CONDUCTING MANTLE, CORE,
IONOSPHERE, OR PICK-UP CLOUD

In the previous section, we have assumed that the media a
and below the H2O layer are insulating. We now discuss t

role of a conducting silicate mantle or core below (Section 6
ly

in-
e
ted

bove
e

and the possibility of a conducting ionosphere or mass-load
region present above the surface of the moon (Section 6.2)

6.1. Influence of a Conducting Core and/or Mantle

Although a metallic core would effectively act as a perfe
conductor (in Earth’s coreσ ∼ 3× 105 S/mÀ σm, e.g., Stacey
1992), it cannot by itself account for the observed induct
response, because its size is too small. To produce an ind
field with A = 0.5, for instance, the core would need to exte
to 322 km below the surface of Europa, and 497 km for Calli
(see Table II). Such large cores are grossly inconsistent w
the constraints from gravitational measurements mentione
.1)Section 5.
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The importance of the mantle for magnetic induction is l
easily ruled out. Although dry rocks at room temperature
pressure are poor conductors, the presence of an aqueous
or a significant increase in temperature can raise the conduc
by many orders of magnitude to above Europa and Callisto’s
erence conductivityσm. In the case of the Earth, shallow-dep
conductivities of the order of 100 mS/m appear to have b
measured only under the oceans (Parkinson 1983, p. 327
room temperatures, the conductivity of water-bearing rock
determined by the conductivity of the electrolyte present in
pores and can again be approximated by Archie’s
(see Section 5) with coefficientsC ∼ 1 andm∼ 2 (Keller and
Frischknecht 1966). If the conductivity of the electrolyteσliq is
∼3 S/m (Section 5), then an aqueous volume fractionq of order
15 and 8% is needed to produce a bulk conductivity of 60
20 mS/m, respectively. A higher temperature could increaseσliq
the amount of water required. However, to a
ss
nd
phase
ivity
ref-
h
en
. At
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mentσliq by a factor 10 (and thus reduce the requiredq by a factor
∼3), the temperature must be increased from 18 to about 380◦C,
at which point the dielectric properties of water and the cond
tivity of the fluid begin to break down (Keller and Frischknec
1966, p. 31; Hermance 1995). Dry rocks can reach conductivi
of several tens of millisterradians per meter or more, but o
at temperatures of several hundreds of degrees Celsius w
semiconduction or partial melt become significant (Herman
1995). Given that the conducting material must be located
more than∼200 and∼300 km below the surface of Europa an
Callisto, respectively (see Section 5), such high temperatures
likely to force the overlying ice layer to melt, as was noted
Kuramotoet al.(1998), unless very large temperature gradie
can be maintained. If the ice layer is melted to the point that it c
carry the currents required by the observations (i. e., if it satis
the conditions discussed in Section 5), then the underlying m

ug-tle is effectively shielded from the time-varying field and plays
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TABLE II
Constraints on the Conducting Layers of Europa and Callisto

Europa Callisto

Min. σ for Min. σ for Min. h for Min. σ for Min. h for
Max. d Min. σ hc = 100 km hc = 200 km σ = 2.75 S/m Max.d Min. σ hc = 350 km σ = 2.75 S/m

A (km)a (mS/m)b (mS/m)c (mS/m)c (km)d (km)a (mS/m)b (mS/m)c (km)d

0.3 516 10 22 20 1 796 4 7 0.6
0.4 411 15 34 28 1.5 634 6 10 0.9
0.5 322 23 65 38 2 497 9 13 1.1
0.6 244 35 86 51 2.5 377 13 18 1.5
0.7 175 58 116 72 3.5 270 22 26 2
0.8 112 115 169 117 4.5 173 44 44 2.5
0.9 54 344 348 344 7.5 83 131 323 4

a Largest depthd of the conducting shell (=thickness of the insulating outer crust) consistent withA for an arbitrary shell conductivityσ .
b Smallest conductivityσ consistent withA for an arbitrary shell thicknessh.
c Smallest conductivityσ consistent withA and a conducting shell not thicker than the H2O crust, of assumed thicknesshc (taken as 100 or 200 km for Europa

and 350 km for Callisto).
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flyby
Smallest shell thicknessh consistent withA, assuming the shell conductiv

no role for induction, even if its conductivity is large. Also, w
note that although mineralogical transitions are responsible
high conductivity regions in the Earth’s lower mantle, the
tense pressures required for these transitions cannot be att
in Europa and Callisto due to their much lower gravity. Fina
we point out that the above discussion did not take into acco
the depth of the silicate conductor. As mentioned in Sectio
a deeper conductor must be even more conducting to exp
the observed field amplitude (e.g., for a depth of 100 km un
Europa’s surface, an amplitudeA = 0.7 requires a conductivity
larger than 200 mS/m; see Table III and the end of Section

6.2. Influence of an Ionosphere/Pick-up Cloud

A conducting medium outside the moon could be provid

by a collisional ionosphere or a cloud of pick-up ions. In eitherE4), the requirement on the conductivity is onlyσ > 3.4 mS/m.
TABLE III
Requirements on the Conductivity for Conductors of Different Sizes

Inductive amplitudeA0

Reference conductivity normalized to a perfect
Outer radius of the σ0 for a conductor of conductor of radiusr0 Normalized conductivity Conductivityσ required

Moon conducting shell,r0 outer radiusr0 (mS/m)a required forA > 0.7b σ/σ0 required forA > 0.7c for A > 0.7 (mS/m)d

Europa RE − 100 km 4.8 0.85 44 211
RE = 1560 km 4.2 0.7 14 58
RE + 300 km 2.9 0.41 3.5 10
RE + 690 km 2.0 0.23 1.7 3.4

Callisto RC = 2409 km 1.6 0.7 14 22
RC + 421 km 1.2 0.43 4.2 4.9

a Given byσ0 = σm(rm/r0)2 (see end of Section 3) withσm = 4.2 mS/m andrm = RE for Europa,σm = 1.6 mS/m andrm = RC for Callisto.
b Given byA0 = 0.7(rm/r0)3 (see end of Section 3).
c
 Obtained fromA0 and Fig. 2 (see end of Section 3). The requirement is
d Obtained fromσ/σ0 and the reference conductivityσ0.
ity isσ = 2.75 S/m.
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case, the conducting body would be larger than the moon i
(r0 > rm). Consequently, the currents could be flowing clo
to the spacecraft and therefore increase the magnitude o
inductive response for a fixed normalized conductivity. In ad
tion, the reference conductivityσ0 is inversely proportional tor 2

0
(see the end of Section 3) and therefore smaller for a larger
ductor. This means that a given normalized conductivityσ/σ0

corresponds to a smallerσ . As a result, one can obtain the sam
value of A for a conductor of outer radiusrm and conductivity
σ1 or for a conductor of radiusr0 > rm andσ < σ1. In Table III,
we tabulated for different conductor sizesr0 the conductivity
σ required to produce a signature with an amplitudeA > 0.7,
along with the correspondingσ0 and A0 (defined in the las
paragraph of Section 3). For a conductor reaching up to 690
altitude above Europa (the distance of closest approach on
valid for an arbitrary shell thickness.
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Similarly, for a conductor extending from Callisto’s surface
to an altitude of 421 km (the closest approach distance for C
the conductivity must only beσ > 4.9 mS/m. These constraint
are much weaker than those obtained in Section 5 for a condu
no larger than the moon itself.

In order to determine if such conductivities could be explain
by an extended ionosphere, we now evaluate the Pedersen
ductivity, which can be written

σP = nee

2B

[
2Äi/vin

1+ (Äi/vin)2
+ 2Äe/ven

1+ (Äe/ven)2

]
(e.g., Hargreaves 1979, p. 85). Here,ne is the electron density,e
the elementary charge,Äe andÄi the electron and ion gyrofre
quencies, andven andvin the electron-neutral and ion-neutr
collision frequencies, and we assumed a single species of s
charged ions. Both terms inside the brackets reach their m
mum of 1 only forÄe = venandÄi = vin. The collision frequen-
ciesven= nnσ̂en(kTe/me)1/2 andvin = nnσ̂in(kTi/mi )1/2 depend
on the neutral densitynn, the electron and ion massesme and
mi , the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision cross secti
σ̂en andσ̂in, and the electron and ion temperaturesTe andTi (k
is the Boltzmann constant). The cross section ˆσin falls within
the range 5–50× 10−19 m2 andσ̂en≈ 4× 10−19 m2 (Krall and
Trivelpiece 1973, p. 321), and we take an ion massmi of 16 amu.
Provided that the ion and electron temperatures are comp
ble,Äe/ven exceedsÄi/vin by a factor∼200. It follows that if
the ion term inside the bracket becomes significant compa
to 1, then the electron term is negligible and vice versa,
that σP < nee/2B to a good approximation. From six differ
entGalileo radio occultation observations (two from encoun
E4 and four from E6), Klioreet al. (1997) inferred an averag
electron density profile at Europa with a maximum at the surf
of 1.1× 1010 m−3 and a scale height>200 km below an altitude
of 300 km, and>380 km above. SinceB > 400 nT, the con-
ductivity σP is everywhere<2.2 mS/m. Above 300 km altitude
the electron density is<2.5× 109 m−3 and thusσP < 0.5 mS/m,
which even for a conductor extending up to 690 km above the
face is effectively insulating (compare to the 3.4 mS/m requi
for A > 0.7 as mentioned above, and see Section 3). Hen
is appropriate to apply our single-shell model to the portion
the ionosphere betweenrm andr0 = rm+ 300 km and thereby
neglect the conductivity at higher altitudes. For a conducto
this size to produce theA > 0.7 signature, the required con
ductivity isσ>10 mS/m (see Table III). This value exceeds
roughly a factor 5 the strong upper limit of the Pedersen cond
tivity computed above, thus allowing us to rule out any sign
cant contribution to induction by ionospheric currents at Euro
For Callisto, no evidence for a current-carrying ionosphere
been reported yet and an estimation of its importance for
duction must await the availability of relevant measureme
or models.

In addition to ion-neutral collisions in the ionosphere, the s

aration of charges generated by the pick-up of fresh ions, e
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by ionization of neutrals, in the vicinity of the moon produc
a Pedersen conductivity ˙ρ/B2 (e.g., Hill et al. 1983, p. 371),
where ˙ρ is the mass loading rate, i.e., the net mass of new
introduced in the environment per unit volume and time. Ifnn

is the number density of the neutrals being ionized,m is the
average mass andτ the average ionization lifetime of such
particle, then the mass loading rate can be written ˙ρ = mni/τ .
At Europa, the source of new ions is electron impact ion
tion of the atmospheric O2 molecules (e.g., Sauret al. 1998).
Using farultraviolet spectra of Europa acquired by the Hub
Space Telescope, Hallet al. (1998) estimated O2 column den-
sities in the range of 2.4–14× 1018 m−2. Assuming a neutra
atmospheric scale height of 150 km favored by the nume
simulation of Sauret al. (1998) (and not very different from
the preferred 175 km of the MHD model by Kabinet al.1999),
this yields a maximum O2 density of about 1014 m−3. With an
average O2 ionization time of 6.7× 105 s (Ip 1996), we obtain
ρ̇ < 5× 109 amu m−3 s−1 and a pick-up Pedersen conductiv
<5× 10−2 mS/m, almost two orders of magnitude less than
required value derived above, even if a cloud of this conduct
extended up to the altitude of the spacecraft during encounte
At Callisto, ions may be injected into the surrounding medi
by photoionization of the thin CO2 atmosphere recently dis
covered with theGalileo near-infrared mapping spectrome
(Carlson 1999). To our knowledge, no other atmospheric
stituents have been reported yet. With a maximum CO2 density
at the surface<4× 1014 m−3 and a lifetime against photoion
ization of approximately 2 years (Carlson 1999, Huebneret al.
1992), the local mass loading rate ˙ρ is<2.8× 108 amu m−3 s−1,
and with B > 30 nT, the pick-up conductivity is<0.5 mS/m,
which is insufficient by an order of magnitude to account for
observations.

Thus for Europa and probably also for Callisto, the cond
tivities due to either ion pick-up or an ionosphere fail to expl
the measured magnetic signature. This justifies the assum
used in the remainder of this paper, that the conducting reg
are confined to the interiors of the moons.

7. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the magnetic perturbations measure
Galileo during flybys of Europa and Callisto can to a lar
part be explained by invoking a dipole field induced by
time-varying magnetospheric background field of Jupiter.
Callisto, the perturbation cannot be explained by a perma
dipole field. For Europa, measurements from pass E26, w
the moon was in the opposite magnetic hemisphere, have
definitely excluded a permanent dipole moment (Kivelsonet al.
2000). The magnetic signatures at both moons are cons
with more than 70% of the induced dipole moment expected
perfectly conducting spheres the size of the moons. We sho
that this requires currents flowing in a shell of high conductiv
(at least about 60 mS/m for Europa and 20 mS/m for Calli

.g.,reaching close to the surface of the moons (within 200–300 km
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depth) and examined various explanations for the required h
conductivities. We showed that subsurface oceans with a sal
typical of the Earth’s oceans and a few kilometers thickness
easily produce the observed induction response. We argued
solid ice, an ionosphere, or a cloud of pick-up ions are too re
tive to explain the observations at Europa and probably als
Callisto, even if we take into account the potentially larger s
of the two latter media. A conducting core, if any, is much t
small to produce the amplitude of the observed field pertur
tion. Partial melt of the ice layer with a significant amount
brine inclusions or a hot silicate mantle could lower the res
tivity sufficiently, but it seems unlikely that the required heat
relatively shallow depth would stop short of melting more e
tensive ocean-like regions in the ice crust that covers the ma
The same holds for water mixed with rocks in the silicate man
unless some interaction with the rocks can keep the electro
from freezing at temperatures much lower than those in the o
lying ice crust. We thus confirm that the most likely explanati
for theGalileomagnetometer observations is induction by su
surface oceans on Europa and Callisto. For Europa, our find
are in agreement with a similar analysis by Kuramotoet al., as
well as surface observations that suggest a liquid ocean at
low depth under a rigid ice crust. The magnetic evidence is
particular interest in so far as it indicates the existence of
ocean at the present epoch, not at some more or less recen
The magnetic field observations are also the only evidenc
far that such an ocean may exist on Callisto, whose surface
not provide any indication of an underlying liquid medium.

The difference between the observed field and our vacu
model of the perfect conductor response can plausibly be
tributed to currents flowing in the ambient plasma, although
detailed modeling was attempted here. No evidence was fo
for an amplitude reduction of the induced field or a phase lag
would indicate an inductive response substantially weaker t
that of a perfect conductor. However, the presence of plasma
turbances, uncertainties in the determination of the backgro
field, and the limited coverage provided by simple flybys grea
limit the sensitivity of theGalileo observations to the charac
teristics of the induced fields. Detailed numerical modeling
the plasma interaction (e.g., Sauret al.1998, Kabinet al.1999)
and the background field may help narrow our estimate of
induced fields and thus further constrain the conductivity dis
bution. Observational studies usingGalileodata of the modifica-
tion of Alfv én wings by induced fields, as predicted by Neuba
(1999), may also provide useful constraints. More extensive t
and space coverage of the magnetic field in the vicinity of
moon, such as possible with an orbiting spacecraft, would cle
allow a much more detailed investigation of the conductivity d
tribution of the moons. Such an analysis could include the ind
tive response to the various nonsynodic frequencies of the b
ground field and address more complicated electrical struct
involving multiple shells and departures from spherical symm
try. It could thus provide a unique means of sounding the inte

of the moons and the spatial extent of any subsurface ocean
, AND KIVELSON
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APPENDIX: BESSEL FUNCTIONS

The Bessel functions used in Eqs. (5) and (6) can be expressed as fo
(see, e.g., Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1979, p. 966, formulas 8.464):

J1/2(z) =
√

2

πz
sinz

J3/2(z) =
√

2

πz
(sinz/z− cosz)

J5/2(z) =
√

2

πz
[(3/z2 − 1) sinz− 3 cosz/z]

J−1/2(z) =
√

2

πz
cosz

J−3/2(z) =
√

2

πz
(−sinz− cosz2/z)

J−5/2(z) =
√

2

πz
[(3/z2 − 1) cosz+ 3 sinz/z].
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